MusicLibrarian.net – version 7 new features preview

Included in the latest release of MusicLibrarian.net is a preview of some of the new features which will be introduced in version 7 of the system over the next few months. The major feature is customizable layouts for the main library page. Instead of the fixed columns on the main page, users will be able to choose which columns to display. There are several new columns too, including web-links, a count of performances, and the most recent performance date.

Each account will be able to create several page layouts. The preview available now has four layouts, which appear on the main menu bar under *LISTINGS*.

For current users, the screen layout you see when you first log on will be the same as you've been used to. It will be either the *standard* layout or the *extended* layout (if your account was enabled to use the *library number* field).

The current version of MusicLibrarian.net includes two other layouts – *New Columns* and *Piece Notes*. These show some of the new columns available.

A future release of the system will include a new screen for account administrators to create their own layouts and modify existing ones. There is also work going on to improve some of the other screens in the system, particularly the administrator screens. We'd welcome some feedback of the new layouts and columns, and any other features you'd like to see.